
Different datasets were used in the current study to form groups of 
young adults (age < 35 years old), cognitively normal elderly, and 
elderly with cognitive impairment. All groups below were included for 
analysis: 
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   Despite atrophy over the course of aging and disease (FCP-Cambridge > HCP > [Prevent-AD = HC =eMCI] > [lMCI = AD]), 
   the overall GM pattern is largely preserved.
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For each subject, GM density in the 30 ICA components was 
correlated with the GM density in those same regions for every
other subject, as a metric of GM pattern correlation.
Using GM density in all regions as inputs, k-mean clustering 
algorithm was used to classify participants into 3 clusters 
representing youg adults, older adults with intact cognition, and 
older adults with cognitive impairment.  

Young adults
- 1000 Functional Connectomes Project (FCP) - Cambridge site  
 n=198, mean age: 23 ± 5
- lHuman Connectome Project (HCP) 
 n=270, mean age: 33 ± 2
;

Cognitviely normal older adults
- PREVENT-AD (well-characterized cohort with a family history
  of AD, McGill University, Montreal)
 n=296, mean age: 64 ± 5
l- Healthy Controls (HC) ADNI
 n=136, mean age: 74 ± 7

Cognitivetly impaired older adults
l- Early mild cognitive impairment (eMCI) ADNI
 n=65, mean age: 72 ± 7
l- Late mild cognitive impairment (lMCI) ADNI
 n=50, mean age: 79 ± 7
l- Alzheimer’s disease (AD) ADNI
 n=72, mean age: 74 ± 7

Correlation matrix 
representing GM 
pattern correlation 
coefficient between 
all participants 
(matrix 1087x1087).

 

Matrix summarizing
mean GM pattern 
correlation between 
groups (matrix 7x7).

Despite the overall 
preserved GM pattern,
the similarity is highest
in young and old 
adulthood, and 
decreases with
severe AD pathology.

For each PREVENT-AD participant, we 
assessed whether the GM pattern similarity
to the groups of young adults vs.GM density 
in a given AD region was related to CSF AD 
markers and cognitive performance using 
linear regressions. 

Having a brain pattern more similar 
to yound adults is related to lower amyloid 
burden, higher tau burden, and higher attention
scores.Bolded values mean that relationships remain significant with age and total GM as covariates.
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Percentage of participants in each 
of the 3 clusters is depicted. 

All groups present heterogeneity 
in their overall GM density, as 
participants in every group are 
classified across multiple clusters.
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Moving away from single AD-signature ROI: Assessing the relationship between whole-brain gray matter pattern, 
AD pathology, and cognition in healthy elderly at risk of AD 
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In a large multi-cohort sample of young adults, cognitively normal older adults and patients along the AD spectrum, whole-brain GM covariance regions recapitulate meaningful anatomical 
brain regions and are consistent with the literature.
l

At the group level, the overall GM pattern is largely preserved, albeit extensive GM atrophy in the lMCI and AD groups. Those two groups are also the ones exhibiting the least 
GM pattern similarity compared to other groups.
l

At the individual level, there is also a lot of heterogeneity in all groups, as participants from each given group are classified in different clusters. 
l

In elderly with intact cognition, having a GM pattern more similar to the one of young adults is associated with less amyloid burden, more tau burden and better cognition.
l

Overall, our results highlight the intrinsic and robus GM organization similar in young adults and elderly with no cognitive impairment, but that decreases with severe cognitive impairment.    

The structural and functional brain architecture is highly organized.
Studies revealed that gray matter (GM) is organized into stable
covariance regions that often recapitulate functional networks1,2.
Over the course of aging and neurodegenerative diseases, atrophy 
occurs in well-known AD-signature regions3,4, with some
overlap with “normal” aging. At an individual level, the boundary 
between “normal” atrophy and AD-related atrophy in the 
asymptomatic phase of AD is therefore probably more challenging 
than what we want to admit. Given this we aimed to assess GM 
covariance networks across lifespan and AD spectrum and 
characterize GM organization over this wide spectrum, with a focus 
on elderly in the asymptomatic phase of AD.
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